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Tool Overview

Low power, high pressure plasma; low bias, minimal 

damage.

Cleanliness: Flexible

Usage: surface cleaning; bonding (polymers; glass)

Gases: #1: Air ;  #2: Oxygen

Volume flow rate*: Two 0-25cc/min Rotometers with 

Precision Needle Valves

Substrate sizes:  Pieces – up to 4” wafers

*You have to consider gas law equation (PV=nRT) to convert volumic flowrate from SCCM (T=273K and P=1am) to CCM.
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Tool Description

The plasma etching is a dry etching process whereby the surface material is removed by plasma processes at low
pressure. The PE-50 plasma cleaning system can use up to two gases simultaneously to clean and modify the
surface. The type of the active gases and their ratio is selected depending on the type of material to be etched. The
optimum and uniform processing results are obtained when the gas flow rates are selected to maintain the vacuum
in the plasma processing chamber in the range of 200 to 350 mTorr. The RF power capability of the plasma etcher
is 100 watts which is carefully chosen to avoid the excessive temperature rise in the sample being etched. Active ion
species are accelerated towards the sample surface where the adsorption and desorption reaction takes place and
the volatile reaction products are exhausted by the vacuum pump.

Notes on RF Power: Always start low at around ~12 W with Reflected power at 0W. If stable, then increase slowly
your RF power up to 25 W if needed while maintaining a low Reflected Power. In most cases, a reflected power of
5W for a plasma power of 25W is acceptable. However, to achieve desired high uniformity and repeatability of your
process, the golden rule is to have a reflected power less than 10% of your set power, ideally.



Before Starting

- Enable tool on Badger

- Make sure RF power is completely OFF – black 
knob completely counterclockwise

- make sure gas flows are OFF – knobs 
completely clockwise (no flow)

- Run a dummy sample before your actual recipe 
in order to know expected setpoints for a stable 
plasma time. Then run your sample. 



Example Recipe

A good starting recipe for a permanent bond for PDMS-PDMS or PDMS-glass:

Gas type: oxygen, ~15 ccm (300 mTorr) 

RF Power: 15 W Forward, 0 W Reflected 

(Golden Rule: Reflected power not more than 10% of Forward power for best high uniformity 

and repeatability) (acceptable: 25 W Forward, 5 W Reflected)

Plasma Time: 30 seconds. 

Vacuum Set Point: 250 mTorr



PROGRAM OPERATION (1)

Enable tool on Badger
(IF not automatically ON, set the POWER circuit breaker to the ON (Up) position at the rear of the etcher. 



DISPLAY MENU & SEQUENCES

MENU 1: SETUP MENU → (Edit recipe)

◦ Step 1: Plasma time

◦ Step 2: Vacuum Setpoint

◦ Step 3: Atmospheric Vent

◦ Step 4: Purge Vent

◦ Step 5: Gas Stabilize

◦ Step 6: Vaccum Alarm

MENU 2: COMMANDS MENU 
◦ Sequence 1: COMMANDS PLASMA → RUN recipe

◦ Sequence 2: COMMANDS CYCLE_OFF → Vent chamber after recipe is done

◦ Sequence 3: COMMANDS CYCLE_END → stops the recipe in the middle of a run 

• To go between SETUP and COMMAND MENU, 
just press on the ‘left’ or ‘right’ arrow 

• To enter each MENU, press ‘ENTER’ button to 
access the sequences or steps to edit recipe.



Editing the Steps in SETUP MENU

To edit each step, input the desired numbers using they keypad on the screen, then press ‘enter’ button to save parameter and
the cursor is no longer flickering. Then press ‘right’ arrow to move to next step. And so on... Once all steps are edited, press 
‘up’ arrow to go back to main menu, then go to “Commands menu” to run your sequence.

◦ Step 1: Plasma time → your process time

(note that during this time, you will have to adjust your Forward Power by adjusting the power knob)   

◦ Step 2: Vacuum Setpoint → keep at 250 mTorr

◦ Step 3: Atmospheric Vent → keep at t=10 sec (controls the time to bring chamber from vacuum to atmosphere during the 
“COMMANDS CYCLE-OFF” sequence

◦ Step 4: Purge Vent → suggested t=30 sec (time desired to purge chamber with air before another step of vacuum. This 
step is to clean the chamber from residual byproducts released in the chamber after a plasma process is made, and is 
necessary before opening the chamber to take sample out.

◦ Step 5: Gas Stabilize → suggested t = 30 sec (enough time for you to adjust gas flows and chamber pressure)

◦ Step 6: Vaccum Alarm → keep at t=5 mins



PLASMA PROCESSING PARAMETERS



PLASMA COMMANDS



RUN PROGRAM



STEPS during SYSTEM OPERATION (1)

STEP 1: PUMPDOWN



STEPS during SYSTEM OPERATION (2)

STEP 2: Gas stabilization

During this time, turn the knobs for the gas controllers in a 

counterclockwise motion to start flowing desired amounts. 

Note: Adjust gas flow until desired chamber pressure is achieved (you can check pressure of chamber by pressing ‘left arrow’)



STEPS during SYSTEM OPERATION (3)

STEP 3: Plasma Time



STEPS during SYSTEM OPERATION (4)

STEP 4: Chamber Purging 



STEPS during SYSTEM OPERATION (5)

STEP 5: Process Complete (chamber still under vacuum) 



STEPS during SYSTEM OPERATION (6)

STEP 6: Vent Chamber



FINAL STEP – RECIPE COMPLETION 

STEP 7: Remove sample and leave machine as you found it

Make sure power is completely off

Make sure gas flows are off

Chamber stays vented by default (not under vacuum)

Disable tool on Badger 



System Alarms (1)



System Alarms (2)



System Alarms (3)



System Alarms (4)



Troubleshooting

Note: Do not attempt to fix the tool on your own. 
Always report the problem on Badger, and the tool 
engineer will assist in troubleshooting and fixing.
(this is just for reference)



Additional Training Links for PE-050

General operation: 

https://youtu.be/NqceeqzxIZw

https://youtu.be/1jh-lPfkpWA

Programming the recipe:

https://youtu.be/gw93sJr227o

Manufacturer Manual: https://www.plasmaetch.com/pe-50-plasma-cleaner.php

https://youtu.be/NqceeqzxIZw
https://youtu.be/1jh-lPfkpWA
https://youtu.be/gw93sJr227o
https://www.plasmaetch.com/pe-50-plasma-cleaner.php

